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PROPOSITION  VIII 
  
 

When the sun is totally eclipsed, then one and the same cone, which 
has its vertex at our eye, comprehend the sun and the moon. 

 
 If the sunlight lacks, it lacks because the moon is in opposition; at 

that time the sun falls into the cone comprehending the moon and 
having its vertex at our eye. In fact or the sun coincides exactly with 
the same cone, or it surmounts it, or it falls short of it. If also the sun 
surmounts it, itself  would not be totally eclipsed, but the exceeding 
portion of himself stands out; however if it falls short, the sunlight 
will be missing for the time which it takes to pass through the portion 
by which it falls short, and although it is totally eclipsed it not does 
remain missing, this is manifest from observation, therefore it can 
neither surmount nor fall short; consequently it must exactly 
coincide with the cone, and will be comprehended by the cone 
comprehending the moon and having its vertex at our eye 

 
 

PROPOSITION   IX 
 
The  diameter of the sun is greather than 18 times, but less than 20 

times, the diameter of the moon.  
 
Let our eye be at A, while let B the centre of the sun, and C the 

centre of the moon when the cone comprehending both the sun and 
the moon has its vertex at our eye, that is, when te points A,C,B are 
in a straight line. Let a plane be carried through ACB which will cut 
the spheres in great circles  
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and the cone in streight 
lines. Then let it 
generate on the spheres 
the great circles FG& 
KLH and on the cone 
the straight lines AFH& 
AGK, let C&G and 
B&K be joined. As BA 
is to AC, so will BK be 
to CG, but it was proved 
that BA is greater than 
18 times, but less than 
20 times,AC. Therefore  
BK will also greater 
than 18 times, but less 
than 20 times, CG. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

               
 

PROPOSITION  X 
 
 

The sun has to the moon a ratio greater than that which 5832 has 
to 1, but less than that which 8000 has to 1. 

 
 Let A be the diameter of the sun, B that of the moon; then A has 

to B a ratio greater than that which 18 has to 1, but less than that 
which 20 has to 1. As the cube on A has to the cube on B the ratio 
triplicate of that which A has to B, 
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then the sphere about the diameter A also will have to the sphere 
about the diameter B, the ratio triplicate of that which A has to B. 

Therefore, as the cube on A  is to the cube on B, so the sphere about 
tha diameter A is to the sphere about the diameter B; but the cube on  
A has to the cube on  B a ratio greater than that which 5832 has to 
1, but less than that which 8000 has to 1, since A has to B a ratio 
greater than that which 18 has to 1, but less than that which 20 has 
to 1; consequently the sun will have to the moon  a ratio greater than 
that which 5832  has to 1, but less than that which 8000 has to 1. 
 
 
 
 

PROPOSITION  XI 
 
 
 The diameter of the moon is less than two forty-five parts, but 

greater than thirtieth part of the distance of the centre of the moon 
from our eye. 

 
 Let our eye be at A, and let B the centre of the moon when the 

cone comprehending booth the sun and the moon has its vertex at 
our eye. I say that all that is written in the above proposition takes 
place. Indeed let A&B be joined and let the plane through AB be 
drawn, which will cut the sphere in a circle and the cone in the 
straight lines, then this plane cut the sphere in the circle CED and 
the cone in the staight lines AD, AC; let C&B joined and produced 
to E. Then it is manifest from what has before been proved that the 
angle BAC is the forty-fifth part of half a right angle A, and 

 
  

 A 

 B 
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for the same reason as before, BC is less than the forty-fifth part of  
CA, therefore BC is much less than the forty-fifth part of BAB. And  
CE is double of BC; therefore CE is less than two forty-fifth parts of  

AB; but CE is the diameter of the moon and  AB is the distance 
which  separates  the centre of the moon from our eye. Therefore the 
diameter of the moon is less than two forty-fifth part  of the 
distance of the centre of the moon from our eye. I say that  CE 
is also greater than the thirtieth part of BA.  
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Let D&E and B&C be joined; after with centre A and distance DC1 
let the arc CDF be described; let DF equal to AC be fitted into the 
same arc. Then, since the right angle EDC is equal to right angle 
BCA and the angle BAC is equal to ECD itselfC, the remaining angle 

DEC will be equal to remaining angle HBC. The triangle CED is 
also equiangular with the triangle ABC, then as BA is to AC, so EC 
is to CD; and, by permutando property, as AB is to CE, so is AC to 
CD, that is, DF to CD. Again, since the angle DAC is the forty-fifth 
part of a right angleD, then the arc CD will be one hundred and 
eightieth part of whole  
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circleE; the arc DF will also be the sixth part of the circle; thus the 
arc CD is the thirtieth part of the arc DF. And the arc CD, being less 
than the arc DF, has to the arc DF itself a ratio less than that which 
the straight line CD has to the straigt line DFF.Therefore the straight 
line CD is greater than the thirtieth part of  DF; but DF is equal to 
AC, therefore DC is greater than thirtieth part of AC, consequently 
EC will be  greater than the thirtieth part of BA itselfG. Then it is 
proved to be also less than  two forty-five parts of BA itself, as we 
had proposed to demonstrate. 
  

Federico Commandino 
 

A. Then it is manifest, from what has before been proved, that the angle 
BAC is the forty-fifth part of half a right angle. This was 
demonstrated in the fourth proposition of this book.  

B. Therefore BC is much less than the forty-fifth part of BA. In fact BA 
is greater than AC because it subtend a greater angle..  

C. And the angle BAC is equal to ECD itself. From 8° proposition of 
sixth book of Elements. Indeed, since the perpendicular CH was 
conduct  from the right angle ACB , the triangles ACH and ACB 
become completely similar between them, therefore the angle BCH, 
and  cleary ECD is equal to the angle BAC. 

D. Again, since the angle DAC is the forty-fifth part of a right angle. 
This was demostrated in the fourth proposition of this book.  

E. Then the arc CD will be one hundred and eightieth part of whole 
circle. Indeeed a right angle subtend the fourth part of thw whole 
circle, i.e. ninety degrees, the forty-fifthy part of which arc 
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. 
are two degrees, or the one hundred and eightyth part of whole 
circle. 

F. And the arc CD, being less than the arc DF, has to the arc DF itself 

a ratio less than that which the straight line CD has to the 
straight line DF. Indeed the arc DF, which is greater than the 
arc CD, has to CD itself a ratio greater than that which the 
straight line DF has to the straight line CD, which Ptolemy 
has demonstrated at the beginning of Liber Magnae 
Constructionis; wherefore, by convertendo property, from 
the proposition 26 of fifthy book, the arc CD has to te arc DF   
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A ratio less, than that which the straight line CD to the straight line 
DF. 

G. Consequently EC will be  greater than the thirtieth part of BA itself. 
Indeed we hawe above shown that as AB is to CE, so DC is to CA. 
Then, by  convertendo property, as CE is to AB, so DC is to CA. 
Therefore, being DC greater than the thirtieth part of CA itself,  CE 
will also be greater than the thirtieth part of AB.  

 
PROPOSITION  XII 

 
 The diameter of the circle which divides the dark and the bright 
portions in the moon is less than the diameter of the moon, but has 
to itself a ratio greater than that which 89 has to 90. 

 
 

 Let our eye be at A, while let B be the centre of the moon when the 
cone comprehending both the sun and the moon has its vertex at our 
eye; let A&B joined, and let a plane be carrier through AB; this plane 
will cut in fact the sphere in a circle while the cone in straight lines. 
Let it cut the sphere in the circle DEC e the cone the straight lines  
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AD, AC, CD. Therefore CD is the diameter of the circle which 
divides the dark and the bright portions in the moon. I say that CD 
is less than the diameter of the moon, but has to it a ratio greater than 
that which 89 has to 90. Indeed is manifest that CD is less than the 
diameter of the moon. Yet I say that it has to it a ratio greater than 

that which 89 has to 90. Let FG be drawn through B parallel to CD 
itself, and let B&C joined. Then again, for the same reason as before, 
the angle DAC will be the forty-fifth part of a right angle: and the 
angle BAC will be the ninetieth part of a right angle; but the angle 
BAC is equal to the angle CBF; therefore the angle CBF is also the 
ninetieth part of a right angle, that is of the angle FBE; therefore the 
arc CF is the ninetieth part of the arc FCEA; so that the arc CE has 
to the arc ECF that ratio which 89 has to 90. The arc DEC is double 
of arc CE and GEF is double of ECF itself, then the arc DEC will 
have  to the arc GEF that same ratio which 89 has to 90B. Moreover 
the straight line DC will have to the straight line GF a ratio greater 
than that wich the arc DEC has to the arc GEFC. Therefore the 
straight line DC will have to the straight line GF a ratio greater than 
that which 89 has to 90.  
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Federico Commandino 
 

A. Therefore the arc CF is the ninetieth part of the arc. Indeed the  
angles have the same ratio than the arcs which subtend, from the 
last proposition of the sixth book of Elements. 

B. Then the arc DEC will have  to the arc GEF the same ratio which 89 
has to 90. From the 15° proposition of the fifth book of Elements. 

C. Moreover the straight line DC will have to the straight line GF a 
ratio greater than that wich the arc DEC has to the arc GE. By the  
Ptolemy’s demonstrations, indeed the arc GEF has to the arc DEC 
a ratio greater than that which the straight line GF has to the 
straight line DC; and therefore the straight line DC is 
proportionally greater  to the straight line GF than the arc DEC is 
to the arc GEF. 
 
 

PROPOSITION  XIII 
 
 

The straight line which subtend the arc of circle, intercepted within 
the earth’s shadow, along which the extremities of the diameter of 
the circle dividing the dark and the bright portions in the moon 
move, is less2 than the double of the diameter of the moon, but has  
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to it a ratio greater than that which 89 has to 45; moreover it is less 
than the ninth part of the diameter of the sun, but has to itself a ratio 
greater than that which 22 hass to 225. But it has to the straight line 
drawn from the centre of the sun perpendicularly to the axis and 
meeting the sides of the cone a ratio greater than that which 979 has 
to 10125. 

 
In fact let A be the centre of the sun, let B be the centre of the earth  

and C the centre of the moon during a total eclipse, before falling 
completely into the shadow of the earth, and let a plane be carried 
through ABC, which will cut of course the spheres  in circles and 
the cone comprehending both the sun and the earth in streight lines.  
Let it cat the spheres in the great circles  DEF GHK LMN, while the 
earth’s shadow in the circle XLN, in which the extremities of the 
diameter of the circle dividing the dark and the bright portions in the 
moon move, and the cone in the straight lines  DGX e FKN. Let after 
ABL be the axis; then is manifest that the axis ABL touches the  
circles  LMN, because the shadow is twice the moon- breadth, and 
the arc NLX is bisected by the axis ABL, and moreover that the 
moon has fallen at first within the esrth’s shadow. So let X&N, N& 
L, B&N, L&X be joined; then LN is the diameter of the circle 
dividing the dark and the bright portions in the moon; BN touches 
the circle LMN because B is at our eye and LN is the diameter of the 
circle dividing the dark and the bright portions in the moon. Then,  
since XL and LN are equal, they will  be twice than LN itself; 
consequently XN is less than double of NLA. Let L&C and C&N be 
joined, and let LC be produced to O; then XN is much less than  
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double  of LOB; and since CL is perpendicular to LBC, it will be 
parallel to XN itselfD, therefore the angle LXN is equal to the angle 
CLNE, and NL is equal to LX and LC to  CN itself; therefore the 
triangle XNL is  similar to the triangle LNC, therefore as XN is to   
NL so NL is to LC 4°prop. of sixth b., but NL has to LC a un ratio  greater 
than 89 a 45F, that is, the square on NL has to the square on LC a 
ratio greater than that which 7921 has to 2025G. Therefore the square  
on NX also has to the square on NL a ratio greater than that which  
7921 has to 2025, therefore XN itself also has to LO a ratio greater 
than that which 7921 has to 4050H; but 7921 also has to 4050 a ratio 
greater than that which di 88 has to 45K, therefore XN will have to 
LO a ratio greater than that which 88 has to 45L. Therefore the 
straight line that subtends the arc of circle, intercepted within the 
earth’s shadow, along which the extremities of the diameter of the 
circle dividing the dark and the bright portions in the moon move, is 
less than double of the diameter of the moon, but has to it a ratio 
greater than that which 88 has to 45. 

The same hypotesis being made, let PAR be drawn from the point 
A perpendicularly to AB itselfM. I say that XN is  certainly less that 
the ninth part of the sun’s diameter, but  has to it a ratio greater than 
that which 22 has to 225, and has to PR a ratio greater than that 
which 979 has to 101253. Since it was demonstrated than XN is less 
than double of the moon’s diameter, while the diameter of the moon 
is less than the eighteenth part of the sun’s diameterN, then XN will 
be less than the ninth part of the  diameter of the sun. Again, since 
XN has to the moon’s diameter a ratio greater than that which 88 has 
to 45 and the moon’s diameter has to the sun’s diameter a ratio 
greater than that which 45 has to 90015° prop. of fifth b., since the diameter  
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of the moon has to the diameter of the sun a ratio greater than that 
which 1 has to 20, if we multilpy throughout by forty five O, then 
XM  will have to the diameter of the sun a ratio geater than that 
which 88 has to 900P i.e. than that which 22 has to 225. Let  the  BYS 
e BVT be drawn from point B tangent the circle DEF Q 15° prop. of fifth b. 
and letY&V and Y&A be joined; then, as the diameter of the circle 
dividing the dark and the bright portions in the moon is to the 
diameter of the moon, so YV will be to the diameter of the sun, 
because the sun and the moon are comprehended by one and the 
same cone which have its vertex at our eyeR as said before. But the 
diameter of the circle dividing the dark and the bright portions in the 
moon has a ratio greater than that which 89 has to 90, therefore YV 
also has to the diameter of the sun a ratio greater than that which 89 
has to 90;  QY also will have to YA a ratio greater than that which 
89 has to 90S. After, as QY is to YA, so is  YA to AS, because  SA 
and  YQ are parallelT; therefore YA also has to AS a ratio greater 
than that which 89 has to 90. Therefore YA will have to AR a ratio 
much greater than that which 89 has to 90V. It is also demonstrated 
that XN has to diameter of the sun a ratio greater than that which  22 
has to 225; also XN, by direct proportionality, has to  PR a ratio 
much greater than that which the product of 22 and 89 has to the 
product of 90 and 225X, that is 1958 to 20250, and clearly  also to  
their half i.e. 979 to 10125. 

 
 
  

Federico Commandino 
 

A. Consequently XN is less than double of NL: in fact XL ed LN are 
two sides of the triangle LXN greater than the remaining XN, for the 
20° proposition of  first book of Elements. 

B. Then XN is much less than double of LO: since LO is the moon’s 
diameter it is greater than LN which is the diameter 
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 of the circle dividing the dark and the bright portions in the moon. 
C. And since CL is perpendicular to LB: by the 18° proposition of tirth 

book of  Elements, because the straight line  BL touch the circle  
LMN. 

D. It will be parallel to XN itself: from 28° proposition of first book of 
Elements, indeed BL is also at right angle to XN, because it cuts into 
two equal parts. 

E. Therefore the angle LXN is equal to the angle CLN: since LO and 
XN are parallel, the angle LNX will be  equal to the angle CLN 29° 

prop. of  first book. But the angle LXN is equal to the angle  LNX, and  the 
angle CNL is equal to a CLN itself 5° prop.of first booko, since XL and LN 
are equal, similary are equal LC and CN, therefore the remaining 
angle  XLN is equal to remaining LCN and the  triangles  are 
similary, from 3° proposition of tirth book. 

F. But NL has to LC a un ratio  greater than 89 a 45: indeed  NL will 
have to the moon’s diameter LO a ratio greater than that wich 89 to 
90, as we have demonstrated  previously. 

G. The square on NL has to the square on LC a ratio greater than that 
which 7921 has to 2025: ideed 7921 is the square of 89, and 2025 
is the square of 45. 

H. therefore XN itself also has to LO a ratio greater than that which 
7921 has to 4050: since  XN has to LO a ratio greater than that wich 
89 to 45, i.e. 7921 to 4005, and NL have to LO a ratio greater than 
that 89 to 90, i.e. 4005 to 4050, XN will have to LO, by direct 
proporzionality, a ratio much greater than that which  7921 to 4050, 
for this which we have demonstrated  at 13 of fifth book of  Elements. 

K. But 7921 also has to 4050 a ratio greater than that which 88 has to 

45: in fact 88 is to 45 as 7921 is to 4050+
��

��
 , but 7921 has to 4050  

a ratio greater than that which 4050+
��

��
 , therefore 7921 has to 4050 

a ratio greater than that wich 89 has to 45. 
L. Therefore XN will have to LO a ratio greater than that which   
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 88 has to 45: indeed  much greater because of the things said before. 

M. The same hypotesis being made, let PAR be drawn from the point 
A perpendicularly to AB itself: so it will cut the straight line NKF at 
point P and the straight line XGD at R. 

N. While the diameter of the moon is less than the eighteenth part of 
the sun’s diameter: from 9° proposition of this book: indeed the 
diameter of the sun is less than  the eighteenth part of the  diameter 
of the moon.  

O. And the moon’s diameter has to the sun’s diameter a ratio greater 
than that which 45 has to 900, since the diameter of the moon has to 
the diameter of the sun a ratio greater than that which 1 has to 20, if 
we multilpy throughout by forty five: from ninth proposition of this 
book, in fact since the diameter of the sun is less than twenty times 
the moon’s diameter, the diameter of the moon will have to the  
diameter of the sun a  ratio greater than that which 1 has to 20, i.e. 
45 to 900, from 15° proposition of fifth book. 

P. Then XM  will have to the diameter of the sun a ratio geater than 
that which 88 has to 900: to tell the truth, far greater. 

Q. Let  the  BYS e BVT be drawn from point B tangent the circle DEF: 
these will cut the straight line PAR at the points S and T. 

R. Then, as the diameter of the circle dividing the dark and the bright 
portions in the moon is to the diameter of the moon, so YV will be 
to the diameter of the sun, because the sun and the moon are 
comprehended by one and the same cone which have its vertex at 
our eye: we will demonstrate this with this lemma. 
Let be our eye at A, the centre of the sun at B, the  centre of the moon 
at C when the cone  comprehending both the the sun and the moon 
has its vertex at our eye. The points A,C,B will be on the same 
straight line. Let a plane be carried through ACB. This plane will cut 
the spheres in the great circles DEF e GHK and the  cone in the 
straight lines DGA and FKA; let be joined B&D and C&G  and let 
DLF and GMK be drawn from the points D and G at right angles at 
AB and let DB and GC be produced  
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     to the points N ed O. I say 
that as KG is to GO, so FD 
is to DN.  
Since the straight line AGD 
touches the circles DEF and 
GHK and both BD and CG 
are drawn from the centres 
B and C  at contact points,  
the angles ADB and AGC 
will be right; therefore the 
angle  ADB of the triangle 
ABD is  equal to the angle  
AGC of the triangle ACG, 
and the angle DAB  is in 
common, then the 
remaining DBA is equal to 
the remaining GCA. Yet the  
straight angle DLB of the 
triangle BDL is equal to the 
straight angle GMC, and 
the angle DBL is equal to  
GCM  itself; therefore the 
remaining angle is also 
equal to the remaining 
angle and the triangle are 
similar. Then as MG is to LD so CG isto DB, and so that, 
permutando, as MG is to GC so LD is to DB and also their double 
as KG is to GO so FD is to DN. But GK is the diameter of the circle 
dividing the dark and the bright portions in the moon, and GO is the 
diameter of the moon; consequently as the diameter of the circle 
dividing the dark and the bright portions in the moon is to the  
diameter of the moon so FD is to DN, that is the diameter of the sun. 
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 S. QY also will have to YA a ratio greater than that which 89 has to 90: 

indeed as YV is to  diameter of the sun, so QY is to YA since it is half 
of those, by the 15° proposition of fifth book. 

T. After, as QY is to YA, so is YA to AS, because  SA and  YQ are 
parallel: indeed, since SA and YQ are parallel, the angle YAS will be 
equal to te angle AYQ, then the right angle AYQ is equal to the right 
angle  AQY, therefore the remaining angles will also be equal and 
both the triangles are similar. As QY is also to YA so YA is to AS.  

V. Therefore YA will have to AR a ratio much greater than that which 
89 has to 90: from the 8° definition of fifth book, in fact AR is less 
than AS; therefore the double of YA will be also to double of AR 
itself, that is the diameter of the sun  will have to PR a ratio greater 
than that wich  89 to 90.  

X. Also XN, by direct proportionality has to  PR a ratio much greater 
than that which the product of 22 and 89 has to the product of 90 and 
225: in fact since XN has to diameter of the a ratio greater than that which 
22 to 225, and the diameter of the sun has to PR a ratio greater than that 
89 has to 90, it will occure that as  225 is to 22 so 89 is to something; it 

will be 8 +	
���

���
 . Since XN  has also to the diameter of the sun a ratio 

greater than that which 22 has to 225, i.e.   8 +
���

���
  to  89, and since  the 

diameterof the sun has also to PR a ratio greater than that 89 has to 90, by 
direct proportionality,  XN will have to PR a ratio much greater than that 

which  8 +
���

���
  has to 90; but 8 +

���

���
     	

�	��

���
 a 90  is as 1958 to 20250;  

this thing will be so demonstrated: if we have the numbers in this way  and 
multiply at cross that is to say 225 x 90 we will have 20250, and 1 for 1958  
we will have 1958,       	           

                                                                                  20250 

                                                         
�	��

���
       

	


�
      

    
�	��	

���
 will have to 90 the same ratio wich 1959 has to 20250, which we have 

demonstrated in the commentarys to tirth proposition of book by 
Archimedes on measurement of a circle at seventh proposition; therefore 
XN will be much greater to PR than the number 
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 obtained by moltiplication of 22 x 89, i.e. 1958, to that which  result 
by moltiplication  90 x 225, or 20250. 

 
 

PROPOSITION  XIV 
 
 
The straight line joining the centre of the earth to the centre of the 

moon has, to the straight line cut of from the axis towards the moon’s 
centre by the straight line subtending the arc of circle within the 
earth’s shadow, a ratio greater thea that which 675 has to 1.  

 
For let the same figure as before be consider, and let the moon be 

so placed that its centre C is on the axis of the cone comprehending 
both the sun and the earth; let the great circle POM in the sphere  
(moon’s sphere) be in the same extant plane and let be joined M&O; 
therefore MO is the diameter of the circle which divides the dark and 
the bright portions in the moon. Let M&B, B&O, L&X, X&B, M&O 
be joined, therefore the straight lines MB e BO touch the circle MOP 
because MO is the diameter of the circle which divides the dark and 
the bright portions in the moon. And, since XL is equal to MO, both 
of these are a diameter of the circle which divides the dark and the 
bright portions in the moon, therefore the arc XML will be equal to 
the arc MLOA, therefore the arc XM is equal to the arc LO, but OL 
is equal to LMB, therefore XM will be also equal to ML; and 
consequently XB will be also equal to BLC because the point B is 
the centre of the earth and the earth has the relation of a point and 
centre to the sphere in which the moon moves and the circle MOPis 
also in the same plane, therefore BM is perpendicular to XL,D but  
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CM is also perpendicular 
to MBE; therefore CM is 
parallel to LXF, but SX is 
also parallel to MR, 
therefore the triangle 
LSX is similar to the 
triangle MRCG; therefore, 
as SX is to MR so is SL 
to RC, but SX is less than 
double of MRH and since 
XN is also less than 
double of MOK then  SL 
is also less than double of 
CR and SR4 will be much 
less than  double of RCL.  
Consequently SC is less  
than triple of CR, 
therefore RC will have to 
CS a ratio greater than that  
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which 1 has to 3M, and 
since as BC is to CM so 
is MC to CRN, then BC 
has to CM a ratio greater 
than that which 45 has  
to 1O and RC has to CS a 
ratio greater than that 
which 1 has to 3; For 
direct proportionality   
MC will have also to CS 
a ratio greater than that 
which 45 has to 3 i.e. 
than that 15 has to 1. 
Then it was proved that  
BC has also to CM a 
ratio greater than that 
which 45 has to 1; again,  
for direct 
proportionality, BC has 
to  CS a ratio greater 
than that which 675 has 
to 1P.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

Federico Commandino 
 

A. The arc XML will be equal to the arc MLO: by 28° proposition of 
tirth book of Elements. In fact equal straight lines identify equal arcs 
on equal circles.  

B. therefore the arc XM is equal to the arc LO, but OL is equal to LM: 
poiché infatti l’arco XML è uguale all’arco MLO, tolto l’arco ML 
comune ad entrambi, il restante XM sarà uguale al restante LO.  
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C.  And consequently XB will be also equal to BL: indeed both of them 
are drawn from center B to the circle. 

D. Therefore BM is perpendicular to XL: from 3° proposition of tirth 
book of Elements, indeed the straight line BM is drawn from the 
center  to the circle XML and for this reason per questo bisect the 
straight line XL. 

E. But CM is also perpendicular to MB: from 18° proposition of tirth 
book, indeed a straight line is drawn from the center C to point in 
which BM touch the circle POM. 

F. Therefore CM is parallel to LXQuindi CM è parallela ad LX: from 
28° proposition of  first book of Elements. 

G. Therefore the triangle LSX is similar to the triangle MRC: indeed 
the angle LXS is equal to the angle CMR, and the  right angle LSX 
is equal to the straight angle CRM. Therefore the remaining angles 
will be also equal, and the triangles will be similar. 

H. But SX is less than double of: from 15° proposition of fifth book of 
Elements. 

K.  And since XN is also less than double of MO: as shown previously.  

L. SR will be much less than  double of RCS: in fact RS is less than SL. 

M. therefore RC will have to CS a ratio greater than that which 1 has 
to 3: from 8° proposition of fifth book of Elements. 

N. Since as BC is to CM so is MC to CR: from 4° proposition of sixth 
book, indeed the triangle BCM and MCR are similar by 8° 
proposition of the same, because the perpendicular line is drawn 
from the straight angle of the triangle BMC to the base MR. 

O. Then BC has to CM a ratio greater than that which 45 has  to 1: from 
the eleventh proposition of this book. 

P. Again,  for direct proportionality, BC has to  CS a ratio greater than 
that which 675 has to 1: if be it as 1 is to 45, so 15 will be to another, 
which will be 675. And so, since BC has to CM a ratio greater than 
that 45 has to 1, i.e. 675 to 15, MC will have to  CS, for direct 
proportionality, a ratio greater than that 15 has to 1. 
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 per proporzionalità diretta BC rispetto a CS avrà un rapporto 
maggiore di 675 ad 1. 

 
PROPOSITION  XV 

 
The diameter of the sun has to the diameter of the earth a ratio 

greater than that which 19 has to 3, but less than that which 43 has 
to 6.  

 
Let A be now the centre of the sun, while B the centre of the earth 

and C the centre of the moon when the eclipse is total, so that the 
points ABC may set in a straight line, and a plane be carried throug  
the axis which will cut the sun in the circle DEF, the earth in GHK 
and the shadow in the arc NX, and at last the cone in the straight line 
DM and DF; let N&X be joined and from point A let OAP be drawn 
perpendicularly to AM itself. Then, since NX is less than ninth part 
of the diameter of the sun, therefore OP will have to NX a ratio much 
greater  than that which 9 has to 1A and, convertendo, MA will have 
to AR a ratio less than that wich 9 has to  8B. Again, since  AB is 
greater than 18 times BCC, then it is much greater than eighteen 
times BRD, therefore AB has to BR a ratio greater than that  which 
18 has to 126° prop. of fifth b. , and, for inverse proportionality, RB has to  
BA a ratio less than that which 1 has 18 and, componendo, RA has 
to AB a un ratio less than that which 19 has to 18. Then it was proved 
that MA also has to AR a ratio less than that which 9 has to 8.28° prop. 

of fifth b. Therefore, ex aequali, MA will have  to AB a ratio less than 
that which 171 has to 144E and than that which 19 has to 16, because 
parts have the same ratio as the same multiplies of them. 
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Therefore, convertendo,30 prop. of fifth b. AB has to BM a ratio greater 
than that 19 has to 3, but as AM is toMB, so is the diameter of the 
circle DEF is to the diameter of the circle GHKF; therefore the 
diameter of the sun has to the diameter of the earth a ratio greater 
than that which 19 has to 3. Moreover I say that it has to it a ratio 
less than that which 43 has to. Indeed since BC has to CR a ratio 
greater than that which 675 has to 1G therefore, convertendo, CB will 
have to BR30° prop. of fifth b. a ratio less than that which 675 has to 674, 
but AB has to BC a ratio less than that which 20 has to 1H. Therefore, 
ex aequali, AB will have to BR a ratio less than that which 13500 
has to 674, that is, than that which 6750 has to 337K, and for inverse 
poporzionality and, componendo,26° prop. of fifth b. RA will have to AB 
a ratio greater than that which 7087 has to 6750. Therefore since NX 
has to OP a ratio greater than that which 979 has to 10125,L 18° prop. of 

fifth b. then, for inverse proporzionality, OP will have to  NX a ratio 
less than that which 10125 has to 979.  Then, as OP is to NX, so is 
AM to MRM, therefore AM also will have to MR a ratio greater than 
taht which 10125 has to 979 and therefore, inversely, MA will have 
to AR a ratio greater than that which 10125 has to  9146; but RA has 
to AB  aratio greater than that which 7087 has to 6750, therefore, ex 
aequali, MA will have to AB  a ratio greater than that which the 
product of 10125 and 7087 has to the product of 9146 and 6750, that 
is, 71.755.875 to 61.735.500N; but  71.755.875  has also to 
61.735.500 a ratio greater than that which 43 has to 37O, therefore 
MA will have to  AB a ratio greater than thath which  43 has to 37 
and, convertendo, AM will have to AB a ratio greater than that 
which 43 has to 6. But, as AM is to AB, so is the diameter of the sun 
to the diameter of the earth;  
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Therefore the diameter of the sun has to diameter of the earth a 
ratio less than that which 43 has to 6;  it was also proved that it has 
to it a ratio greater than that which 19 has to 3. 
 

FEDERICO COMMANDINO 
 

A. Then, since NX is less than ninth part of the diameter of the sun, 
therefore OP will have to NX a ratio much greater  than that which 
9 has to 1. For the 12° proposition of this book, from this it follows,  
by 8° proposition of fifth book, that NX has a ratio to the diameter 
of the sun less than that which 1 has to 9; therefore, convertendo, 
from 26° proposition of fifth book, the diameter  of the sun has to NX 
a ratio greater than that which 9 has to 1, and OP, which is greater 
than the diameter of the sun, 8° prop.of fifth b. to NX has a ratio much 
greater than that 9 has to 1; but, as AO is to RN, or as  OP is to NX, 
which are their double,15° prop.of fifth b.. so will be AM to MR for 
similarity of the  triangles AMO and RMN; therefore AM  to MR will 
have also a ratio much greater than that 9 has to 1. 

B. And, convertendo, MA will have to AR a ratio less than that wich 9 
has to  8. By the 30° proposition delof fifth book. 

C. Again, since  AB is greater than 18 times BC. By 7° proposition of 
this book. 

D. Then it is much greater than eighteen times BR. In fact BR is much 
less than BC. 

E. Therefore, ex aequali, MA will have  to AB a ratio less than that 
which 171 has to 144. Indeed since MA has to AR a ratio less than 
that which 9 has to 8, that is than their nineteenth part, that is to say  
than that which 171 has to 152: therefore RA has to AB a ratio less 
than that which 19 has to 18; 19 is  to 18 so as  152 will be to another 
number which will be 144. Therefore since MA has to AR a ratio 
greater than that which 171 has to 152, and since RA has to AB a 
ratio less than that which 152 has to 144, ex aequali MA will have 
to AB a ratio less 
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 Than that which 171 has to 144; i.e. than that 19 has to 16. 

F. But as AM is to MB, so is the diameter of the circle DEF is to the 
diameter of the circle. Let be joined  AD&BG, the right angle ADM 
of the triangle MDA will be equal to the right angle BGM of  the 
triangle MGB, but the angle DMA is common to both triangles, 
therefore the remaining angle is equal and the two triangles are 
similar. Then as AM is to MB so AD is to BG, and so their double 
also, or the diameter of the circle DEF to diameter of the circle 
GHK. 

G. Indeed since BC has to CR a ratio greater than that which 675 has to 
1. From the 13° proposition of this book. 

H. But AB has to BC a ratio less than that which 20 has to 1. Dalla 7° 
proposizione di questo libro. 

K. Therefore, ex aequali, AB will have to BR a ratio less than that 
which 13500 has to 674, that is, than that which 6750 has to 337. 
Indeed since AB has to BC a ratio less than that whici 20 has to 1, 
that is which 13500 has to 675 and CB rispetto a BR un rapporto 
minore di 675 a 674, per proporzionalità diretta AB avrà rispetto a 
BR un rapporto minore di 13500 a 674, cioè della loro metà 6750 a 
337. 

L. Therefore since NX has to OP a ratio greater than that which 979 
has to 10125.  From 12° proposition of this book. 

M. Then, as OP is to NX, so is AM to MRCome allora OP sta ad NX, 
così AM sta ad MR. Indeed the triangles AMO and RMN are similar 
to each other as previously mentioned. 

N. therefore, ex aequali, MA will have to AB  a ratio greater than that 
which the product of 10125 and 7087 has to the product of 9146 and 
6750, that is, 71.755.875 to 61.735.500. Indeed since MA has to AR 
a ratio greater than that which 10125 has to 9146, and RA to AB 
has a ratio greater than that which 7087 has to 6750, 9146 will be 
to 10125, so as 7087 will be to another number which will be 

7845+
��
�

	���
; indeed if we multiply 10125 and 7087 and we divide 

their  product, i.e. 71.755.875 by 9146, we will have   
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7845+
��
�

	���
. So since MA has to AR a ratio greater than that which 

10125 has to 9146, that is which  7845+
��
�

	���
 has to 7085, and since 

RA has to AB a ratio greater than that which 7087 has to 6750, MA 
will have, ex eaquali, to AB a ratio greater than that which 

7845+
��
�

	���
 has to 6750. But 7845+

��
�

	���

 , that is  
��������

	���

 , is to 

6750 as 71.755.875 is to 61.735.500, which is certainly clear by 
multiplying the numbers on cross, 
     

       61.735.500	
 
��������

	���
          

���


�
 

according to what we have shown in the commentaries to the third 
proposition on the measure of the circle, seventh proposition, as we 
have said just before. Therefore MA has to AB a ratio greater than  
the product of 10125 and 7087 has to the  product of 9146 and 6750. 

O. But 71.755.875  has also to 61.735.500 a ratio greater than that 
which 43 has to 37.  Indeed if it was as 43 is to 37so 71.755.875 will 
be to another number, i.e. will be to 61.743.427, which is greater 
than 61.735.500, therefore 71.755.875 will have also to 61.735.500 
a ratio greater than which to 61.743.427, that is than that which 43 
has to 37. 
 
 

PROPOSIZIONE  XVI 
 
 The sun has to the earth a ratio greater than that which  

6859 has to 27, but also less than that which 79507 has to 216. 

 
 Let A be the diameter of the sun , while B the diameter  

A 

B 
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⃰    of the earth. It is already proved that, as the sphere of the sun is to the 
sphere of the earth, so is the cube on the sun diameter to the cube on 
the eart’s diameter, exactly as for the moon; then, as the cube on A 
is to the cube on B, so is the sun to the earth, therefore the cube on 
A to the cube on B has a ratio greater than that which 6859 has to 
27, but less than that which 79507 has to 216; indeed A has to B a 
ratio greater than that which 19 has to 3, but less than that which 43 
has to 6. Therefore the sun will have also to the earth a ratio greater 
than that which 6859 has to 27, but less than that which 79507 has 
to 216. 

 
 

Federico Commandino 
 
 

⃰ It is previously proved that, as the sphere of the sun is to the sphere 
of the eart, so the cube on the sun diameter is to the cube on the earth 
diameter, just s for the moon. Indeed it is proved in the tenth 
proposition of this book that as the cube on the diameter of the sun 
is to the cube on the diameter of the moon, so the sphere of the sun 
is to the sphere of the moon, which similarly we have shown for the 
earth. 

 
 

 
 

PROPOSIZIONE   XVII 
 
 
The diameter of the earth is to diameter of the moon in a ratio  

greater than that which 108 has to 43, but less than that which 

A 

B 
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60 has to 19. 
 
 Let now A be the diameter of the sun, let B be the diameter of the 

moon, while C that of the earth. Since A has to C  a ratio less than 
that which 43 has to 6A, therefore, inversely, C will have to A  

 
A ratio greater than that which 6 has to 43. But A also has to  B a 
ratio greater than that which 18 has to 1B, therefore, ex aequali, C 
will have to B a ratio greater than that which 108 has to 43C. Again, 
since A has to C a ratio greater than that which 19 has to 3D, for 
inverse proportionality, C will have to A than that which 3 has to 19, 
then A to B has a ratio less than that which 20 has to 1,E and for 
direct proportionality, also C will have to B a ratio greater than that 
60 has to 19F. 

 
Federico Commandino 

 
A. Since A has to C  a ratio less than that which 43 has to 6. From 14° 

propositionof this book. 

B. But A also has to  B a ratio greater than that which 18 has to 1. From 
9° propositionof this book. 

C. therefore, ex aequali, C will have to B a ratio greater than that which 
108 has to.  Indeed, since C has to A a ratio greater thatn that which 
6 has to 43 and A has to B a ratio less than that which 18 has to 1, 

let it is as 18 is to 1, so 43 is to another unknow which will be 2+
�

��
	, 

since C to A has a ratio greater than that which 6 has to 43 and A 

has to  B a ratio greater than that which 43 has to 2+
�

��
 , A  will 

have to B, by direct proportionality, 

A 

B 

C 
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A ratio greater than that which 6 has to    2+ 
�

��
  ,that is,  which 108 

has  to 43, as clearly seen                                   108 
by  multiplication in cross in croce the numbers            

���������	��	�ℎ��	�� 	 ���	!"#��"																			
�

�
     

�$

��
 

D. Again, since A has to C a ratio greater than that which 19 has to 3. 
From  14° proposition of this book. 

E. Then A to B has a ratio less than that which 20 has to 1. From 9° 
propositionof this book. 

F. And for direct proportionality, also C will have to B a ratio greater 
than that 60 has to 19. As 20 is to 1 19 will be to another number 

wich will be  
�	

�

 , therefore, since  C has to A a ratio greater than 

that a ratio less than that which 3 has to 19 and A has to B less than 

thati 19 has to 
�	

�

 ,                                60    

By direct proportionality  C will have                  
$

�
   

�	

�

 

    to B a ratio less than that which 3 has to	
19

20
  i.e. which  60 to 19.       

 
PROPOSIZIONE   XVIII 

 
The earth has to the moon a ratio certainly greater   than that 

which 1.259.712 has to 79.507, but  surely less than that which 
216.000 has to 6859.5 

 
Indeed let Athe diameter of the earth, while B that of tha moon; 

therefore A has to  B a ratio greater than that 108 has to 43, but less 
than that which 60 has to 19; therefore  also the cube on A has to the 
cube on di B a ratio greater than that which 1259712 has 79507, but 
less than that which  

A 

B 
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216000 has to 6859. But as the cube on  A is to the cube on B, so is 
the earth to the moon, therefore the earth has to the moon a ratio 
greater than that which 1259712 has to 795071, bat yet less than that 
which 216000 has to 6859.  

 
 
 

The End 
 
 

P E S A R O 
 

By Camillum Franceschinum 
 

M  D  L  X  X  I  I 
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NOTE  

1 We mean the distance AC, as is reported in the manuscript  of the 
Cod.Vat.Gr.204 and Vat.Gr.191 

2  In the text maior. Obvious error. 
3  In the latin text quam 379 ad 1125. Obvious error. 
4  S is missing in the latin text . 
5 Numbers completely different from those of the next time translators who 

have had access to the manuscripts (Commandino, Wallis, Fortia d’Urban, 
Heath) are often reported in the first Latin translation of the Aristarchus’s 
treatise by Giorgio Valla. For instance, in the proposition 11° in the place of 
1/30 is written 30; in the proposition 12° rather than 89 is written 890; in the 
proposition 13° rather than 225 is written 25, in the place of 979 is written 
379 and in the place of 10125 is written 41125. Different numbers are 
reported also in the  propositions 16 and 18. Since Valla not touch upon the 
sources from which he has taken his translation, we can not know if the 
variances are due to printing error, to corrupted sources or, unlikely thing, to  
translation errors. Finally Valla’s work is not very reliable. Perhaps for this 
reason Commandino does not mention it in his work.  

    Georgio Valla Placentino interprete: Hoc in volumine haec continetur 
Nicephori logica etc… Aristarchi Samii de Magnitudinibus et Distantiis Solis 
& Lunae etc… Venetiis: Per Simone[m] Papiensem dictum Beuilaquam., 
1498. Die ultimo Septembris. 
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